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PREFACE

In 1963, In response to a request from the Ministry of Petroleum 

and Mineral Resources, the Saudi Arabian Government and the U. S. 

Geological Survey, U. S. Department of the Interior, with the approval 

of the U. S. Department of State, undertook a joint and cooperative 

effort to map and evaluate the mineral potential of central and western 

Saudi Arabia. The results of this program are being released in USGS 

open files in the United States and are also available in the Library 

of the Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources. Also on open file 

in that office is a large amount of material, in the form of unpublished 

manuscripts, maps, field notes, drill logs, annotated aerial photo 

graphs, etc., that has resulted from other previous geologic work by 

Saudi Arabian government agencies. The Government of Saudi Arabia 

makes this information available to interested persons, and has set 

up a liberal mining code which is included in "Mineral Resources of 

Saudi Arabia, a Guide for Investment and Development," published in 

1965 as Bulletin 1 of the Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources, 

Directorate General of Mineral Resources, Jiddah, Saudi Arabia.
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Introduction

Tr.e Ablah formation (flg.l) lies in a narrow north-northeast-trending belt of 

rocks from 2 to 5 k-n wide, 25 Ion east of scuth Aqiq (fig* 3) in the southern -Kijaz province 
of Saudi Arabia- Fairly open country makes access to the area good. A rough road 
throucp the area corrects the village of Aqiq and the city of At Ta'if with the 
southern areas of the Asir region. A branch road leads to the nearby Ablah ancient 
mine vjhich is located 28 km east-southeast of Aqiq at 20°10 1 N.x 4l°55 7 E. Vehicle 
travel time from Ablah to Aqic 5 east of which is a large flat area suitable for 
an aircraft landing strip, is about two hours.

Two large wadis .> Wadi Ranyah and Wadi Shuwas a which head in the highland region 
to the south5 join near the ancient mine. Some of the wadis in this area contain 
perennial streams with small fish. Wildlife in general is not plentiful, but there 
are many varieties of birds and large roving packs of baboons.

The Kamdan anomaly area (fig. 2) is 25 Ion west-southwest of Aqiq at 20°10 tN.x 
4l°28 f E. in rugged metamorphic terrain vihich v;as inaccessible to our vehicles. Water > 
out crops a and narrow boulder-choked sections of the wadi prevented passage of 
vehicles beyond the base canp. The Kamdan area was reached on foot, and later by 
helicopter.

Structurally and topographically the grain of the country is oriented north- 
south and irajor wadis have gradual gradients to the higher, southern mountainous and 
plateau areas.

Tne climate is hot in the summer and cool in the winter with frequent afternoon 
and evening rains during the late summer months.

Previous investigations.

The geologic map of the Southern Hijaz quadrangle (scale 1:500,000) by Brown, 
and others,(1962) represents the first regional synthesis of geologic data in this 
part of Arabia and includes the Kamdan and Ablah areas. This map is a product of
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a collation and compilation of data gathered on field trips within the quadrangle 

area and of photogsologic interpretation.

During 1963 V. P. Kalir and P. Eonner, Senior Geologists of the Directorate 

General for Mineral Resources 5 conducted regional geological and mineral examinations 

in the. Ablah-Biljurshi areas mapping at a scale of 1:50,000. Tneir preliminary 

report (Kahr aid Ronner, 19&3) provided us with a guide and reference curing cur 

work. Included in the report is a preliminary geologic-tectonic map covering the 

area between 19oi6 ? and 20°15 7 N. 3 and from ^a°30' to 42°00'E. Areas of mineralized 

rock and ancient mines are located on the map.

To our knowledge,, there have been no previous field examinations in the Kamdan 
anomaly area.

Present work.

Ihis report summarizes the results of studies which included 13 work-days in 

the Ablah formation and 3 work-days in the Kamdan area during two field trips in June 
and July 1964. The purposes and objectives of this work were previously outlined 
(Trent 5 1966). Two brief examinations of the Kamdan anomaly source rock were made 
by Trent (July 29 > 1965) an<* Re* V. Alien, U.S.G.S., (August 20, 1965) using heli 

copter transport.

Results of analyses of wadi sand and rock samples located on a geologic sketch 
map of each area with recommendations is included in this report.

New data gathered in July-August 1965 has led to different conclusions from 
the inferences expressed in the preliminary report (Trent, 1966). It is the purpose 
of this text to present these new interpretations of the Ablah and Kamdan areas.
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ation made this work possible. Mr. Baisel Sadek, geological student, accompanied 
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Kamdan anomaly

The Xamdan aerornagnetic anomaly area (fig.2) is located about 25 fcn west-south- 

west of Al Aqiq in a topographically ragged area underlain by metamorphic rocks.

Aeromagnetic and scintillation surveys of the Al Mahawiyah area (Hunting Survey 

Corporation Limited, 1962) include the Karndan area. D. R. Maby, U.S.G.S., analysed 
the data gathered in this survey and found the largest single anomaly (total relief 

600 v gammas) appeared to be produced by a small body of granite mapped at this 
location 3 42°ll ? N.x 4l°28*E. on the geologic map by Brown and others (1962). Maby, 

in lieu of more geologic information d suspected the anomaly was produced by the 
granite (gr) but there was some question about the positional correlation of the 

anomaly with the granite (written communication, D. R. Maby, 196*1, p. 11).

It was our task to locate the source of the anomaly, to collect wadi sand and 

rock sanples for geochemical examination, to prospect for minerals, and to check 
the local geology. Prior to the field work studies of both black and white (W.S.A., 
1:60,000 and K.L.M., 1:12,500 scales) and colored (K.L.M., 1:12,500 scale) aerial 
photographs were completed in Jiddah. 1b do the field work we drove, as far as 
possible, up a main wadi west of Aqiq and set a base camp... Here, we rented a camel 
and packed into the Kamdan area where a fly canp was set.

Geology.

The country rock in the Kail-dan area is chlorite schist (gs) as shown by Brown 

and others (1962). From the base camp to our fly camp these rocks show prominent 

north-south trend lines. Southwest of the fly camp the structural fabric of the 
metamoiphic rocks assumes a lobate appearance. Local zones of iron oxides in the 
schist s for example localities 10083, 10085, and 10071, are inferred to be derived 
from concentrations of pyrite crystals, which are common in this unit.

Tne small body of massive dark rock s mapped as granite (gr) by Brown and others, 
(1962) proved to be greenstone and is devoid of anomalous amounts of magnetite. 
Likewise, the large body of rock north of the fly camp mapped by Brown and others 
(1962) as granite (gr) is also greenstone. Ihese rocks are in the greenschist



faeces. A "chin section shows this reck is alhite^pidote-caJ-cite-chlorite schist 

in which sericitized and recrysl^iiizedplasioclase is set in a matrix of epidote, 

and caicite vjith some anhedral quarts crystals In small stringers or veinlets. 

Clear epidote is abundant. The greenschist is probably a metamorphosed volcanic 

rock.

The approximate limits of our work during June 1964 are indicated by the 

locations of samples of wadi sand. With the aid of helicopters in July and August 

1965 brief examinations were irade of an area of dark-colored rock 2 km southwest of 

the small body of greenstone mapped south of the fly camp. The dark rock is an 

intrusive mass of ciorite aid arnphibolite containing quite enough magnetite to 

account for the 600 gamma aeromagnetic anomaly in this area (oral ccenrnunicaticn^ 

W.E. Davis and R, V. Alien d U.S.G,S. S July 1965). The outcrop area south of the 

diorite and arnphibolite is probably greenstone s but cropping out within schist (gs?) 

between the magnetic intrusive and the small greenstone mass is a band of quartzite.

There is a large structural discontinuity between the greenstone areas north 

aid south of the camp. The northern greenstone unit has low angle saucer-shaped 

bedding as viewed from high hills to the south. Schist to the south of the camp 

strikes northwestward and dips steeply to the southwest. This is inferred to 

indicate a fault along the wadi.

Economic geology.

Mineral deposits:- - One ancient mine was located in this area from slag heaps 
observed while examining the diorite and anphibolite by helicopter in July 1965. 
Later R. VB Alien examined the area of slag and reported (oral communication., R. V. 
Alien,, August 1965) a pit % m long by 2 m wide by 2-1/2 m deep on the side of a hill
near the slag. Some copper mineralization was seen by Alien in and around the pit 
in the adjacent rcclc«

Geochemical reconnaissance:  Seven samples of wadi-sand were collected (fig.2) 

and processed by a mechanical concentrator in the .field. The'product was analysed 

spectrographically for 2? elements by C. E. Thompson, U.S.G.S., in the laboratories 

of the Directorate General for Mineral Resources, Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral



Resources^ Jiddah3 Saudi Arabia, me amount of copper 3 zinc 5 and molybdenum in - 
per million found by Thompson is shown in the table on figure 2. In addition., v;et 
chemical analyses of heavy-mineral and magnetite fractions of the concentrate were 

d by Thompson 5 however 3 this data is not presented here.

The background value for copper in v/adi sand is about 100 ppm in this south 

eastern corner of the Southern Hijaz quadrangle (oral cormiunicaticn: R. Goldsmith 5 
U.S. G.S.May 1966 ̂ Inasmuch as these samples were concentrated prior to analysis the 
values recorded in the table are not considered anomalous.

No ore-grade concentration of magnetite was found in the small area of diorite 
and amphibolite examined,

Recommendations .

In view of the results of the field reconnaissance and analysis of samples we 
do not feel further investigations of a first priority order are warranted in the 
Kamdan area.

It is quite likely that additional regional reconnaissance work will be persued 

in the V/adi Bida area; therefore we recommend: (a) examination of the contact of the 

diorite and amphibolite with adjacent rock, (b) a study of the surface of the diorite 

and amphibolite s (c) some additional geochemical exploration around the diorite s 

particularly along its western margin, (d) the ancient mine and area nearby should 
be exsnirJsd and saaipled 9 and (e)^e general area should be scouted for other intrusive 
rock masses 5 and possible associated mineralization. These recommendations are of 
a lev/ priority but they should be completed in conjunction with further work in this 
area. Work should be from helicopter.

Tne 600 gamma aeromagnetic anomaly is due to a magnetite-rich intrusive mass of 
diorite and amphibolite 3-1/2 km long and 2 km wide. Tne maximum and minimum points 

of magnetic intensity are shown on the map.

If geophysicists in the future need a type aeromagnetic anomaly with the magnetic 
rock unit well defined, for calibration or testing of instruments^ or for studies
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of magnetic properties of rocks s the Kamclan anomaly is particularly suitable* 

Perhaps it should be marked with paint to increase its visibility from the air to 

improve its usefulness as a test site.

formation

l d /*> "'' "'rCi  v ^v'-  v-v-\*-oo  '> " *  'V t-vo T^'^^'^ir Ti7<~NC "i~* /~i r"\ n *  - ^-7-. - v-, r^ "-^O \7^\^ ~"""* n* i-*-nr2j,r-. <~ *"'-  -xTn c. o_c: Oj. O-ic; i^ciAt/ p*lcJbc Oi Oui Ao^-ii Wclo bU ejxc*il-!_i.ic; Llit; ywu^^ JTicrUcx;.   >^.J.d.i

rocKS of tiie r-roiali forriiaticn and trace tneni south into the Tinaniet Ash Snam Quadrangle 
(Bro^n and Jackson 3 1958). Brown regards this inforrnation as necessary to a clear 

knowledge of the stratigraphy and ffiineralizaticn of the region (oral cGEiruni cation : 
G. .7. Brcwn

Cne da^? was spent examining the nine area at Ablah and a nearby belt of meta- 
sodimentary rocks and paraschists (gs) to the west. The caiip v;as then irDved to a 
central location along the road within the Ablah formation (fig» 1). A section of 

the Ablah formation was described in detail in the vicinity of our canrp 5 where we 
mapped the rocks north and south of the canp as well as along the road. We collected 
rock and vjadi sand sanples and checked areas that had previously been noted on 
black and white (WSAa 1:60,000 scale and KIM, 1:12,500 scale) and color (KJUM, 1:12,500 
scale) aerial photographs. 
Geology.

Rock types;   The Ablah formation is one of the youngest Precambrian units 

mapped in the Southern Kijaz quadrangle ( Brown , and others 3 1962). It consists 

largely of coarse clastic rocks with inter-bedded shale, limestone, and dolonitic 
limestone. Volca>iic flow rocl-cs ranging in composition frcrn rhyolite to basalt are 
interbedded in the Ablah forira.ticn 3 and they are sulfide-bearing locally. Tne 

Ablah forrration is bounded on the west and partly bounded on the east by major faults. 
Bedding dips generally eastward. Sills of peralkalic granite (gp) in the Ablah 

formation coirmonly dip east at low angles and are concordant with the bedding. Some 
thin bodies of peralkalic granite cut across the bedding and thus are dikes.

Ihe Ablah formation is unnBtamorphosed in the northern two-thirds of the 
map area3 but just to the north of the large lava flow lying across the formation



ks are strongly deformed^ ana re crystallized in part. lotamorphac rank of 

~hese rocks increases southward from this point into the Tlhamet Ash Sham quadrangle.

CIssuic rocks:  Dark red, meoium-to coarse-grained 5 crossbedded sands'cone^ 

volcanic v:acke 5 pebble conglomerate and ccngicrnerate are Interspersed v/ith red and 

green shales. The shales crop out commonly adjacent to limestone strata* Detrltal 

constituents grade from angular in the conglomerate to poorly rounded in the sand 

stone with most of the wackes having angular to sub-angular grains. Carbonate 3 

frequently 2 is the cementing agent in these clastic rocks. Most of the feldspars 

and other detrital grains are either coaled with limonite or are sericitized.

Conglomerate along the western, margin of the formation contains abundant 

fragments of andesite and rhyolite probably derived from the andesite and rhyolite 

that crops out over a wide area west of and adjacent to the Ablah formation.

Cross-bedding is very common in the sandstone and conglomerate and indicates 

the beds have not been overturned throughout most of northern two-thirds of the 

map area. Generally these beds dip from 25° to 50° east.

Limestone, dolomitic limestone, and irarble_;  Dark-to light-gray limestone beds 

are best exposed in a narrow discontinuous belt along both sides of the Icng 5 western 

fauls, but limestone also occurs sporadically along the western margin of the large 

granite intrusive body in the central part of the formation and near the eastern 

contact with schist (gs). Further south 5 just north and south of the large trans 

verse lava flow, dolomitic limestone and marble strata are interbedded with layers 

of green3 buffs and minor black shale 9 and thin concordant granitic sills or dikes. 

Here, much of the marble has a Granulated structure and, as seen in thin section, is 
recrystallized and veined. The veins are largely calcite, but they also contain 

quartz and feldspar.

Intrusive perallcaline granite and syenite:  Concordant, peralkalic, fluorite-bear- 

ing granite and syenite sills and dikes are common ±n the Ablah formation in this 

area. Abundant transverse faulting has produced a herringbone outcrop pattern of 

flatirons of granite and syenite from small sills. They usually cap dark red'siaidstcie



lips ac generally lev; aii^es to the- east. A j-ar-ge body of 

syenite crops ou'j in several,, high- irDuntainous blocks in

the central part of the Ablah formation and is possibly a sill. Usually these sills 

ana dikes have chilled contacts and the clastic rocks may show variable effects of 

meuamorphism over a short distance from the contact. The sills and dikes dip at low 

angles "cowarci the interior of "che large p-i-ug of peralkalic gram.~ce near Ablah « We 

t;hougnt these structures night be cone sheets 3 but there is no evidence of an arcuate 

attern of joints and sills in the older rocks to the east that would indicate a
-fcs .^^ If

Several thin sections of the rock v;ere exarined and the only significant difference 

between these sills and the mass of peralkaiiiie granite at Ablah is the conrnon graphic 
granite texture 211 these hypabyssal rocks. The sills consist of subhedral to 

anhedrai crystals of sericitised potash and plagioclase feldspar with a variable 
small amount of quartz. On the basis of percentage of quartz some sills are granite 

and some are syenite. Magnetite is a corcnon accessory mineral 5 but fluorite was not 
seen in thin section.

Interbeccbd volcanic rock:-   Local a thin fiov;s of amygduloidal rhyolite 5 andesite 

and basalt contain small quantities of sulfides and malachite and azurite which 
occur in the Ablah formation. Calcite coimcnly fills the amygdulesw in the southern 
part of the map area rhyolite flows predominate.

Structure.

The rocks are not strongly folded in the northern two-thirds of the map area 

where the Ablah formation generally dips eastward from 20° to 50°. Further south- 

it is locally tightly folded and the clips steepen to high angles. At the south end 

of the map area inter-bedded rhyolite lavas and sedimentary rocks dip at higher and 

higher angles southward aid are truncated by the large north-trending fault on the 

^ eastern side of the formation.

Transverse faults are common and are evident in offsets of liinestone and sills. 

The largest transverse fault in the area displaces a large southern block of peralkalic 

Srcziite arid syerdte to ths..southwest. Farther north in chlorite schist ncc-r sairole locality

10



from the chlorite schist unit (gs) of 3rcv;n and others (1$62) and r^a^ alkalic^ 

Dj-Oi-ius granit6 (gr) furthsr sou'ch« lo tns v,"3st unrnstaniorpnossd anGSSi-'cnc lavas 

are in fault contact vjith the Ablah foro^ticn along a prcruinent north-trending 

iinea^isnt. Bads of iiiiiestone and marble occur along the margin and s locally., east 

and west of the fault and suggest that the surface of unccnformity occupies a sinuous 

trace either along the fault plane or locally within the lavas (oral comimnication: 

V. P« Kshra 1966).

H» Goldsmith3 U 0 S 0 G.S^ and V. Kahr. Dir. Gen» Mineral Resources,, located by 

helicopter a large exposure of Ablah rock 5 &n west of the \\Tadi Qirshah-road junction 

(along the granite and lava fault contact napped by Brown and others) vihich is 

possibly a dcvsi-dropped block 3 in lava (oral conznmicaticn: R. Goldsmith^ U.S.G.S.^Mc

'The Ablah ancient mine is located on the north edge of a

large^ peraikaline 3 fiuorite-bearlng. granite plug (^)) about 13 km long from north 

to south and 5 km wide. At the mine a ir.edium-sised,> coarsely crystalline 5 pegmatite 

pipe crops out in a high 5 white 9 cone-shaped hill. The bulk of this pegmatite is 

plagioclase feldspar., calcite^ and quart3 ̂  i\lth sonie florite 3 and a little galena 

and priiT^ry and secondary copper minerals. The enclosing peralkaline granite a gp 3 

has abundant albite-and pericline-twinned microcline (insulting in a grid structure 

in thin section) with minor plagioclase feldspar5 quartz a and amphibole.

Located near the mine are many slag piles aid the ruins of a large ancient 
village. Ihe volume of slag indicates that the Ablah mine was used priirarily as a 

source of flux for the reduction of ores transported here (written communication: 

P. K. Theobald, Jr.., U.S.G.S., 1965).

11



___________ - Pluor-ite., pyrice 3 and other sulflde rninsrals have coen 

found in parts of the granite 5 the Ablah f creation 4 and the andesite and rhyolite
j'^-9\
^j..iw,.« / »

Sills and dikes of peralkaline granite and syenite:   At sample locality 10,098 

1^:0 granitic sills about 3 m thick dip 50° east with red sandstone, wacke/andl- pebble 

conglomerate exposed between them. The granite is graphic textured in thin section 

with quarts phenocrysts consicn. All the feldspars are sericitized. Along the base 

of these sills at the contact with sandstone small amounts of fluorite ana pyrite 

are present. Pluorite occurs similarly in other sills and dikes of peraBcaiic 

granite and syenite and within the large central sili(?) at locality 10 3 039. Tne 

sulflde minerals associated with pink granite, aplite, pegnatite, and rhyolite 

dikes in the Ablah area ftere interpreted by Kahr -and Banner (1963 3 P«3) to have been 

formed during a late period of hydrothermai activity in the area.

A small amount of radioactivity was detected at locality 10 5 098 3 but the mineral 

giving rise to it was not found.

Interbedded volcanic rocks_:_   Small quantities of sulfide minerals occur in rhyolite 

flows in the southern pare of the mapped area. Speetrographic analysis of sanple 

10.151 shows 100 ppm copper 3 100 ppm Iead 3 and 150 ppm molybdenum. Locally z thin 

andesite and basalt flows within the Ablah formation contain small amounts of 

malachite 5 asurite, and chrysocolla.

Andssitic laAras:   The andesite and rhyolite west of the Ablah formation locally

display sulfldes. Sample 10 5100 collected from andesitic lava near the junction 

of Wadi Qirshah and the road contains a little chalcocite. Speetrographic analysis 

disclosed 2 S000 ppm copper, the highest for the area. Andesitic rock represented 

by samples 10 5128 through 10 , 130 has 70 pprn, 30 ppma and 70 ppm copper respectively 

with sample 10 5 129 containing 100 ppm zinc.

Geochemical reconnaissance

Fourteen samples of wadi sand were collected^ screened at the sample site to 

the -30 +80 size fraction, and sent to the laboratories of the Directorate General

12
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Arabia. Ihe samples v;ere then split usir^ a Joivss, ir^itta^ £12 naif provided 

material for speci/rograpnic analysis ano. trie other naif supplied magnetite for wet 

cner.iicai and spec^crograpnic analysis* Tne latter data arc; not prssont-sd r.6rs, C. E» 

Tncnpscn^ U«S.G.S, 5 psrfornisd the spectrographic and v/et chemical analyses v/ith 

the exception of rock sarrpies 10^105 through 1C S 13C ^which i^ere analysed spectrograph- 

ically by K, H. Shabwan s Directorate General for Mineral Resources ̂ Ministry of 

Petroleum and Mineral Resources. Ten rock sanples were subniitted for seini-quHntitativ; 

spectrographic analysis using the modified method employed by the U. S. Geological 

Survey.

In general s the wadi sand samples v/ere collected to test a particular structure 5 

rock type, or drainage basin. No significant anomalies for copper 5 zinc, and molyb 

denum vrere located. Tne one sanple containing the most copper is 10^133 (50 ppm) 

located on the fault contact of the andesitic lava and the Ablah formation

Sample 10 s 11? contains 1000 ppm chrcmium^ 150 ppm nickels 15 ppn lead., and 70 

ppm each of lanthanum and niobium. In this area, as in others 5 the trace content 

of chromium and nickel increases along faults.

Results of the wadi sand and rock spectrographic analysis are showi for copper, 

zinc, and molybdenum on figure 1.

Conclusions

Basal clastic rocks of the Ablah formation contain abundant volcanic debris, 

mostly fragments of andesitic to rhyolitic rock derived from adjacent 3 older, volcanic 

rocks- Ihese lavas are unrratamorphosed 5 typically andesitic in composition, and 

much like rocks mapped as younger than the Halaban formation in other parts of the 

Southern Hi jaz quadrangle (oral communication : R. Goldsmith, 1966). In this context 

we classify these rocks as Halaban or younger.

Tne interbedded lavas of variable composition in the Ablah formation may 

represent a continuing of the Halaban or younger volcanic activity or an independant, 

younger volcanic period. Inasmuch as these rocks occur sporadically and sparingly

13



d resemble the andesite ana rhyoiite Trapped as r~aiaoan lorm- 

aticn or younger we infer that they represent a continuance of the same volcanic 

period HTCO tne Abiah episode of seGirr-eiTcation,

me rU3ian forma'cicn is mterpre'ced nere to nave formed in a cel~caic~>6S'Cuarine 

and shallow marine depcsiticnal envircnmsnt in largely volcanic-granitic terrain. 

.^really abrupt,, rapid changes in the lithology of these beds coupled with a rhythmic 

oscillation between shallow marine deposits and a whole range of moderately well 

sorred clastic rocks best fit this type of environment .

At some time following deposition of the Ablah formation the peralkalic granite 

(gp) and its genetically related sills and dike were intruded. The accompanying 

fluorite-sulfide hydrothermal activity is the youngest mineralizing event in the area.

There are 3 therefore, two types of sulfide-bearing rock in this area: a) primary 

copper and other sulilde minerals which occur within the andesite and rhyolite lavas 

(ha?) and in the interbedded rhyolite 5 andesite 3 and basalt flows as well 5 and b) 

the later fluorite-sulfide hydrotherrnal activity associated with the intrusion of the 
peralkaline granite (gp)  

Geochemical data gathered by P. K. Theobald Jr. in this same area indicate the 

regional variation in copper s zinc 3 and molybdenum trace element content of the 
Ablah rocks relate primarily to three igneous rocks in the predominently sedimentary 
sequence, Tne large 5 central 5 granite and syenite sill (?) contributes most of the 

zinc. !he small granite aid syenite sills contribute most of the molybdenum end 
dark-colored, andesite aid basalt flows near the top of the section contribute most 
of the copper (written communication : ?. K. Theobald Jr, 3 Becembers 1964).

Spectrographic analyses of wadi sand and rock samples show that higher than 

average trace element content of copper s zinc 3 and molybdenum occurs within the 
volcanic and igneous rocks s rather than in sedimentary strata^ in the Ablah formation. 
All the sulfide-bearing rocks located in the Ablah formation are either volcanic or 

igneous rather than sedimentary. Tne geochemical data and our brief field examinations 

indicate to us a definite lack of evidence of stratiform deposits carrying economic 
minerals in the Ablah formation.
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Haffian Ma I-21A. Patches of marble anci metasadimentar beds of the Abiah formation

are exposed along straxe ac numerous -Localities in the Tmarnet Ash SnaTi ouadrangle 

as seen and checked by helicopter in coirpany with J. W. Mytton 3 U.S a G.S. 5 July l6 5

Re corrr^ncations

dditional examinations in the andesiise and rhyolite rocks west of the Ablah 

ion should be carried out. One hand sarrple^ 10100 ̂ contains visible chalcocite 

in dark-colored vesicular andesite a Spectro^raphic analysis disclosed 2000 ppm in 

this- sample, in our opinion additional prospecting in this area should be concentrated 

in: a) the belt of andesitic and rnyolitic lavas west of and adjacent to the Ablah 

ibj^ation and b) along both sides of the fault contact or unconformity between 

these rocks and the Ablah formation. Access to the belt of andesitic lavas is good 

along wadis with several tributaries of Wadi Qirshah crossing the unit. Reconnaissance 

geoche.TJ.cal sampling and rock examinations within the andesite and rhyolite and along 

the rnalor fault to the east would take one geologist approximately one nan-month 

to complete.

A considerable length of the area of outcrops of the Ablah formation ren-ains 

to be examined north of Wadi Qirshah* Because both primary sulfides and introduced 

sulfldes and fluorine occur in the Ablah fomation a reconnaissance survey is warranted.

Reconnaissance geological and geccheznical studies of the Ablah formation .and 

its faulted contacts north of Wadi Qirshah would take one geologist about one man- 

month.

Some of the interbedded rhyolitic lavas in the Ablah formation at the south 

end of the mapped area contain sulfldes 5 such as sample 10 5 151. This area would be 

worthy of one or two days* examination. The terrain is mountainous further south 

and helicopters would be a help.
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Ihis.woi^ should be coordinated vc'ith reccn^andations v<hich will DG made by 

?. K. Tneobald Jr. > U.S.G.S. 3 concerning future exploration in the Abiah area.
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FIGURE 2.

KAMDAN AERCMAGNETIC ANOMALY AREA

showing wadi sand samples, hand spccimens^cnd rock types
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